Tuesday, march 28th, 2017
Paris,
Mr Secretary-General of the United Nations,
As much as innovation, is a positive act, a performance necessary to Humanity,
Uncontrolled innovation is a suicidal act, genocide.
The fast pace of technological, ecological and human changes we are facing are unlimited and unprecedented.
Surprised, paralyzed by the Fear of the Unknown and isolated by Individualism:
Man is overwhelmed.
Scientists are alarmed, intellectuals become agitated, the slingers are mobilized.
Understandably!
But the fearful, the politicians, despise their cries, their sirens, as much as the powerful people are amused by
the situation.
Increased man, non-sex reproduction, immortality, cerebral implants, robots, artificial intelligence, ... are our
Reality.
Our "formidiable" era, between 2 Worlds, is revealed each day a little more.
Evolution is inevitable, worldwide & connected.
As much as Progress is necessary.
Fight against it would plunge the world into a destructive duality.
Observing, discovering, appropriating tools, technological changes, deal with information, this implies that they
are not our future but already our present.
Our Responsibility is not to master them,
But to tolerate, to follow, to standardize, to supervise, to legislate, under the kindness of your Organization.
This March 28, 2017, the development of Projects such as Neuralink, specialized in the creation of cerebral
implants to create a "human & computer intelligence"
Must act the State of Humanitarian Crisis,
To deal with the Urgency of acting to educate, follow, verify & standardize Innovation.
Preserving the Declaration of Human Rights,
Includes the integration of technological challenges in the United Nations fields of actions & themes,
By creating an International Innovation Agency:
An autonomous intergovernmental organization under the auspices of the United Nations, working for
scientific, technical and ethical cooperation of innovation.
People of the world:
Commit ourselves, hereby, to undertake, to work, to honor, the promise of a life, to pass on to our children a
peaceful and free world!
Yours Sincerely
Stéphanie Wismer Cassin

